TSI Fleetmanager
Intelligent fleet management for your success
Your advantages at a glance
 Overview of the current locations of all vehicles
 Detailed trip report and driver‘s logbook
 Route tracking in maps
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 Fuel consumption tracking & graphical driving style analysis
 Order transmission, temperature monitoring, anti-theft

protection
 ...

Complete solutions for unique needs
TSI Fleetmanager is a complete fleet management solution, which utilising latest Web technologies is scalable to
any application.
Thus TSI Fleetmanager is equally suitable for small and
medium sized companies as well as for large corporations
requiring a seamless integration into the corporate enterprise resource planning (ERP) strategy.
Benefit from accurate information about the state and
location of your vehicles and staff. Optimize your dispatching, reduce costs, and create competitive advantages.

A multitude of reporting features, such as trip and trip detail analysis, working time recording or fuel consumption
tracking and driving style analysis facilitate more efficient
and timely billing and accounting.
TSI Fleetmanager is ready to use immediately i.e. for:
 Transport and taxi services, or courier services
 Construction and crafts business
 Social services
 Rental & rental equipment companies
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TSI Fleetmanager
Intelligent fleet management for your success
TSI dashboard & reporting / Direct transmission into customer systems
TSI Fleetmanager provides an overview of your vehicles,
accessible anytime, anywhere. With integrated, zoom-able
maps you have all your vehicles in sight, can easily track
your vehicles routes and dispatch live and in real-time. You
also have access to numerous reports and analyses.
Choose from pre-configured standard reports, analyses
and graphs, or compose your own reports with parameters
defined by you.
See detailed information about specific trips, define custom names for places and use the integrated driver’s logbook. Visualize analyses graphically to evaluate various
vehicle parameters or the driving behaviour of drivers.
With additional sensors, you can among others things e.g.
completely document compliance with the cold chain or
track and optimize fuel consumption.

For special events you receive alerts via SMS or email, for
example, when vehicles leave a defined area or certain
cooling temperatures are exceeded.
The integrated maintenance module informs you when the
next inspection is due in a timely manner and provides a
singular place to record all vehicle related information.
TSI Fleetmanager supports all popular formats for data
export, such as Excel, PDF, HTML or CSV. Standard compliant interfaces are available for further processing in your
own ERP systems.
Frequently used reports and analyses can be delivered to
your email inbox automatically in at specified times and
even limited access can be granted to external parties such
as your customers.

A full range of functions with absolute flexibility
Standard reports

Integrated maps

Graphic analyses

Freely configurable
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Overview of all vehicles



Routes report for all trips



Detailed driver’s logbook



Extensive trip details with all detailed waypoints



And much more



Overview map



Maps with locations of individual vehicles



Maps with detailed tracks for driven routes



And many more



Vehicle acceleration



Speed diagram



Voltage / temperature



Analog inputs



and many more



Automatic email reports



User named locations



Automatic notifications and alerts



Maintenance intervals per vehicle



All reports, graphical analyses, and alarms
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